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INTRODUCTION
••••eo•~--=-•••

The medical training course(MTC) of the Islamic Aid Health
Center(IAHC) was established in (Quetta,Pakistan) 1987 and
continued through 1990. During this period, the course graduated
85 MLHWs(mid-level health workers),who are still working in the
medical projects of IAHC in Kandahar, Helmand,Ghazni and Uruzgan.

~\

The basic Medical Training Project(l"'TC) of IAHC finished at
the end of 1990 and in 1991,as it had been planned, the MTC
started refresher training program,which continued until August
' 1992. Students with assenting records(work/results)were enrolled
in this training session. In this training session 64 ML~ls were
refreshed.

_)

In August 1992, the course started a basic lab-training course
and by the end of 1992 it trained 10 lab-technicians who would
satisfy the need of IAHC's projects. The training of lab-workers
enabled IAHC to establish laboratories, one in each of its
projects.
By the end of 1992, the medical projects of IAHC had been
saturated with MLHWs,paramedical workers,medical supplies and
instruments. At the end of 1992 regarding the medical problems
inside Afghanistan, IAHC decided to initiate a program that was
aimed to create a sense of co-operation among local medical staff
on one side and IAHC on the other. The scientific study of medical
problems in the area by the local doctors and IAHC was meant to
establish a co-operative line between the two sides. Joint efforts
were considered to contribute to the process of solving certain
medical problems.
By putting forward this idea to the local medical cadre, IAHC
realized that it was essential to undertake medical workshops ,
in which each side could play an important part.
Therefore it will be wise to say that the year 1993 was a yea~
of conducting medical workshops for the Medical Training Course
of IAHC to hold inside Afghanistan-----.
\_\·

J;--:

Dr A. B.

Director

Programme of Medical viorkshops
The purpose of undertaking medical workshops in Kandahar,
Helmand,Uruzgan and Ghazni in '1993 was:
At the time of war the despatch of medical supplies,the
establishment of basic health centers inside Afgha.nistan and
short-term medical training courses in Pakistan altogether
had been a matter of great urgencyo It was one the negative
effects of war that during this period contacts with local
health workers about certain medical problems were hardly
available. Exchange of ideas for the solution of certain medi·
-al problems was a difficult or even impossible tasku
Reports by ~ffiO,UNICEF etc. say that social situations,
regarding health and medicine,are not satisfactory. The shortterm medical training programs(3,6,9 monthly)undertaken by
various charitable institutions along with clinics,hospitals
etc. inside Afghanistan supported by these charities has
originated these unfavourable conditions. For instance,~ffiO's
report of '1992 says that,only in Ghazni,these institutions
have employed 485 health workers. These Health \iorkers include
'104 BHWs(Basic Health Worders),'16 dental technicians,43 First
Aids workers, 28 lab-technicians, 4 leprosyH.W ,?0 MD doctors,
8 medical students(Kabul UNV) ,'134 MI~HWS(trained in Pak) ,40
nurses, 4 pharmacists,one TB worker,55 vaccinators, 2 veterinary
workers and 4 X-Ray technicians.
During the past '14 years these medical and paramedical workers
have really helped the war stricken people but they have created
new medical problems as well. During the period of war tho Kabul
Regime gradually lost control over distant areas. The people
conclusively gave up the support of ~overnment regarding medical
service and other benefits.
The spread of diseases,the lack of medicine and doctors induced
charitable instutution to undertake an urgent medical program,
training health workers and establishing clinics,in order that
they could assist war wounded and common people living in the

area controlled by Mujahidin,by sending them planty of medical
aids. Unfortunately,the MLHHs proceeded as perfect and graduate
doctors to treat people in the area. The wrong diagnoses and the
random treatment they applied,origninated today's new problems.
For instance,antimalaria medicines and antibiotics were adviced
without lab-test results, and the course of treatment was not
considered important either. As a result the parasite of malaria
and certain microbes became resistant to the medicines. Noreover,
the abuse of antibiotics with incomplete doses coritributed to the
epidemicity of certain bacterial diseases. Due to the lack of
medical supervision, medcines are now sold in village and street
-shops. Medicine and medication became a popular business. l_,,ow
even shopkeepers can prscribe medicines.
Health
Consequently
common abuse
unfavourable

~
~

services in both sides (Govt & Opp)almost stopped.
the diseases became persist ant and epidemic. T~is
of medicines is the creator of the present day
situations.

The next important reason for undertaking workshops was
to collect original information during the exchange of ide8.S
between IAHC and the specialist doctors in the area. Such information was understood to be quite useful for the solution of certain
health problems. It would help I.tHC to equip its projects accord
-ing to the real needs of the projects and avoid un-necessary
expenses. Holding medical workshops would also gave an opportuni
-ty to the medical cadre in the area to explain their problems
and offer their suggestions. By taking their suggestions into
consideration,IAHC would be able to change the projects from
a private state into a communal state. By giving a chance of
participation to the medical cadre in the area,the projects wil:
change from a state of isolation to a public state. Gradually,
the decisions taken on the project programs v'lill be decentralized.
The sole purpose of the medical workshops is to retrieve
a sense of scientific co-operation among medical cadre which is
supposed to be not influenced by the political practice of the
day.
II

The reasons for determining Malaria
~hoea and Public Health for
Workshop
The subjects Malaria,Diarrhoea and Publich Health were determined for workshop on the basis of the reports issued from vmo
UN (About Helaman and Ghazni) and IAHC which narrate a rising
occurrence of the named diseases. The reports that IAHC received
from i'
~linics inside Afghanistan also say that the occurrence of
Malari<- _1d Diarrhoea is increasing year by year. The following
statist:....;s has been taken from IAHC research notes.
.....................
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Diarrhoea

Based upon the above statistics,IAHC sent a mission composed
of MD doctors to the areas where their clinics are located~ Kand
-ahar and Ghazni were thoroughly studied by IAHC doctors.
Another mixed mission,composed of IAHC and HHO Peshawar,went
to Helmand and Kandahar to survey malaria. Their vJork report con
-firms the above statistics. Malaria and Diarrhoea as the report
says,are widely spread in the area.
WHO Q,uetta,has also released a. statistic report on Helmand
and Kandahar ,which indicates an increasing spread of t'Ialaria and
Diarrhoea in the two provinces. The following table has been
taken from WHO Q,uetta report which was released at tbe end of 91.
.
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Based on the reports above,the occurrence of malaria and diarrhoea
is unusually high. The ecological study of the two fatal diseases
suggests that the cause of this increasing rise exists in the
environment itself. According to the in~ormation gathered by IAHC
from various areas of Helmand,Kandahar,Uruzgan and Ghazni,in diff
-erent sensons of the year, the drinking water sources in both
v.illage a=1d city areas are contaminated,which are identified the
main causes of diarrhoea, typhoid and other diseases.
Another part of the WHO's report(Quetta 1991) confirms the
above idea, saying that drinking water in most parts of Helmand
is .contaminated. Man and animal both drink wa.ter from the same
source. This common use of drinking water inevitably causes
acute and chronic GIT problems.
IAHC's report of 1992 again confirms the contamination of
drinking water in Helmand in details. The ecological study of
IAHC(especially the one made in 1990)in the recent years leadsto
the following conclusion :
1 - Due to the contamination of drinking water, GIT problems
have increased.
2 - Use of unpreserved food. or vegetablesfound in the area(s)
can cause acute and chronic diarrhoea.
3 - Non-observance of sanitary rules /personal hygiene is
considered another cause of malaria/diarrhoea etc.
4 - Stagnation of sanitary activities during the past 14 years
has been an important cause of the spread of most diseases
including diarrhoea and malaria.
5 - At the time being, fulfilment of any valuble obligation
regarding sanitation, in the absence of administrative
center(s) will be hardly possible.,
6 - Frequentation of people among neighboring areas has contri
-buted to the spread and increase of malaria etc.
7 - Lack of programs for health education has been another
impulsive factor of the increase of health problems.
Realizing these facts, IAHC pioneered and sought the remedy
in undertaking medical workshops in malaria, diarrhoea and
public·.~ health and applying them in the areas of its concern •

IV

Holding medical workshops was identified a good opportunity for
all health workers to exchange ideas in the field of medicine.
On the other hand, such occasions would be helpful to harmonize
attempts at solving the current medicol problems. They would be
able to find a solution that would serve a good message for the
peopleo
Another reason for selecting malaria,diarrhoea and public
health for the workshop was the simplicity of the subjects that
could appeal to all classes of health workers including specialist
doctors, MLHWs and paramedical workers. Any class of these health
workers could apply the achievements of the workshop in their daily
practice if any. Besides medical workers the subjects could be
interesting even for city and village people. If the workshop
necessarily achieved the desired results( as it did) ,IPu."9:C would
be able to select complicated subjects for next.workshops.
THE RESEARCHES CARRIED OUT TO ASSEMBLE MATERIALS

------------------------------------------------

V

After selecting the subjects of malaria,diarrhoea and public
health, the MTC teachers started doing researches about them.
In their researches they employed various references. Besides
the international resource-books, the teachers made the most of
the reports made by WHO,IMIC and other organizations about
Helmand,Kandahar,Ghazni and Uruzgan. After preparing sufficient
materials for the workshop, it was time to think of the applica
-tion of the program. Before that time it had been decided thet
wourkshop could be held in the four above mentioned provinces.
It had also been decided that the public authorities in each of
areas should participate in the presentation of the workshop.
In this presentation more chance of presentation of the topics
had been .considered for local doctors, especially those who take
charge of health services in the government sideo These doctors
are more familiar with their local problems than people from
out-side
A number of 50 participants including local doctors, nurses
etc and IMIC medical workers had been considered to participate

v

in the workshop; therefore, 50 copies of each of the lecturenotes
were made in order to give one to each participant. A number of
~00 copies of the IAHC background were also made to be distributed
among people to get acqainted with IAHC. The duration of workshop
had thus been considered 5 days, the first day for the opening
and the last for the evaluation of the workshop. The rest of 3
days had been considered for the main subjects : Malaria, Diarr
-hoea, and public Health. The process of the workshop was considered to include distribution of lecturenotes followed by
explanation and lectures. At the end of the day a series of
relevant slides and a documentary film were considered for dis
-play. It had also been decided that instead of spending much
time on lectures or theoritical explanation more chance had been
considered for the local doctors to indicate their clinical exper
-ience they have gained throughout their work time. The MTC teach
-ers were less aware of the problems of the people in the area
than the local doctors. The theoritical information gathered in
the lecturenotes however was not less valuable than the one
presented by the local doctors based on their experience, as it
contained new and fresh knowledge with relevant visual aids.
The next point of the plan was the security of the areas
determined for the workshop. The area(s)should. be safe enough
to carry on the workshop under favourable objective and. subject
-ive conditions. Female health workers should be given a good
opportunity for participation in the activity.
After the determination of an area,it's essential to send a
preliminary medical mission to the area to communicate with the
local medical and security councils, to assure IAHC of their
agreement and co-operation, regarding accommodation and equipment
needed for the program.
As mentioned before it had been decided that the workshop
should not only depend on lecturenotes; it should be widely based
on the information presented by the local doctors. The solution
of the problems existing in their area can be only sought in the

VI

indications of the local doctors or in the attainment they have
gained through their daily practice. The lecturenotes may contain useful information but solving regional problems requires
specific information. For instance a malaria specialist in the
area knows about the type of malaria in that area. Moreover,he
knows that the parasite has or has not became resistant to certain
medicine. He is aware of the possibilities at his hands,or he knov-:s
about the sanitary situations of his environment. The sole purpose
of the workshop
_,to mention again,is to find a possible solution
in the area itself with the co-operation of local doctors.
It had also been decided to raise the question of how the work
-shop did,(or how do the participants evaluate it.)and how should
it be in the future • This question should be raised in the end~

* *
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PREPARATION
Subject

Malaria, Diarrhoea, and Public Health

Conducted by

The Islamic Aid Health Centre (IAHC)

Starting Date

'16.'10.93

Ending Date

20. '10. 93

From Sociao-political point of view,'1993 has been an unsuccess
-ful year for Afghans and is likely to continue and remain the
same. The inauspicious conditions suppressed MTC program as well.
The first part of the workshop including prepa~ation, editing,
translation and reproduction of materials with relevant visual
aids, such as slides, video films + other requisites were complet
-ed by the end of August '1993. The materials prepared are as
follows :
1.

Malaria
A 26-page lecturenote was prepared on !-1alaria;
50 copies of the lecturenote were made for distribution
to participants;
A booklet with 26-page documentary explanation of 48
malaria slides (Talc England) was ~ranslated into Farsi
and Pashto;
50 copies of the translation were made for distribution.
A video cassette of malaria program in India,Sudan and
Thailand was provided.( The cassette include information
malaria and society,culture and sanitary conditions,
transmission of the parasite from mosquito to man, the
s~gns and symptoms of chronic stage, diagnosis and prevent
-1.ve measures).

2- Diarrhoea
- A 39-page lecturenote was prepared on Diarrhoea.
- 50 copies of the lecturenote were made for distribution.
- A booklet with 3~-page explanation of 24 diarrhoea slides
(from Talc England) was translated.
- 50 copies of the translation were made for distribution.
A video cassette by the name of FOR lrJANT OF \rJATER filmed in
Africa on diarrhoea,sanitation,drinklng water and socio-eco
-nomical conditions of the people,was provided for display.
3- Public Health
- A 3~-page lecturenote was prepared on sanitation and personal
hygiene.

- 50 copies of the lecturenote were -made -for distribution.
- A booklet with 34-page explanation of 24 documentary slides
(Talc England) of Breast feeding was translated.
A video cassette by the name of HEALTH CARE BY THE PEOPLE
filmed in Guinea itli th documentary information( scenes) on
drinking water sources,latrines and spread of diseases.
preparing the above instructio~al materials about 50 % of the
program(workshop) was almost completed. After doing this, the 2nd
stage of the progra~ the application,was put into consideration in
one of the provinces. (Helmand,Ghazni ,Kandc1har, Uruzgan)
B~

~,
~

As mentioned above,general situation in Afghanistan has been
full of events and convulsions especially after the fall of
Najibullah in April ~992o It was expected that the politic~l chanca
would bring about positive results and normality. Unfortunately, tb.e
conditions drove every Afghan to despairo The absence of a centra_
government or regime in order to maintain security at province aJ'-·2.
district levels drove people to further despair. These unfavourable
conditions made all humanitarian programs inside Afghanistan to
stop or at least decreas gradually in quantity and quality. The
rehabilitation process confronted long delay in all aspects even
it postponed our workshop •
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According to the policy of I.AHC each member of its staff has
had specific function in their daily affairs • He must be quite
conscious of any single affair; therefore, afte'r the accomplish~
ment of the first part of the workshop, the MTC considered the
second part into con~ideration .(the application) MTC authorities started to make contacts with the IAHC members,engaged in
the I.A.HC projects in Afghanistan, to study the situations for
holding a workshop in their area and put the idea across to
the local authorities in order to win their agreement in the
event.
~~
~

After studying the subjective and objective conditions of the
four provinces MTC and IAHC decided to carry out the workshop in
Ghazni first.
On ~9 September ~993,IAHC sent its first mission to Ghazni.
This mission consisted of four members, the MTC director,tb.e OPD
incharge,the Lab-incharge and the technical advisor of IAHC projects inside Afghanistan. The duty of the mission was to discuss
the program with the local authorities and get their response to
the circular letter IABC had sent them before. After arriving in
Ghazni the mission held 4 successive meetings with Ghazni Public
Hea~th representatives,local doctors,the local coucil of Ghazni
Province and other related parties • After a period of 3 weeks
the mission was able to convince all parties to agree to the
program in Ghazni. The mission then communicated with IAHC in
Q.uetta. After having been informed of the agreement,the general
director of IAHC Dr.A.B.Haqani together with MTC teachers,EPI
incharge,and the incharge of final reports for I&~C projects,
set out for Ghazni on ~~-~0.93 • Soon after their arrival in
Ghazni,they held a meeting with the director of Ghazni Health
Dept. The two sides agreed on all points of the program.
IAHC has been sending urgent medical aids to Ghazni since
July ~992 in order to help the Ghazni Civil Hospital to cope
up with the health problems of the urban and rural population.
Eversince IAHC has maintained friendly relations with most
people in Ghazni province.
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At the meeting between IAHC and the health director on 14.10.
1993, it was totally agreed that the medical cadre in Ghazni
would take active part in the presentation of the workshop for
malaria,diarrhoea and public health • The workshop was agreed to
be held in Ghazni civil hospital. The integration of local doctors
into the workshop would mean a scientific advancement, in which
every scholar would take part without any type of prejudiceo Espe
-cially the medical cadre having much experience in the area would
take important part in the presentation of the three determined
topics ,malaria,diarrhoea and public health. The exchange of i·deas
would eventually contribute to the solution of the existing medic
-al problems in the area. It was also agreed that the workshop be
started on 16.10.93 in one of the rooms in second floor of the
civil hospital.
And now the main points of the agreement in details:
1. The workshop saloon : With the capacity of 70 audiences;
2. Refreshment Room

tables put aligned + covered with table-cloth

1. Workshop Saloon:
a. Furniture and requisites:
- the room
be . furnished with chairs/tables borrmt..Ted from
IAHC clinic + Ghazni Public Health Dept.
- A T.V. set be borrowed from a female doctor incharge of IAHC
MCH program in Ghazni Clinic;
- Video Cassette be borrowed from a member of

IP~C

clinic;

- Generator be borrowed from another volunteer:
The slide projector already taken from MTC store in Quetta;
- Pens and notebooks already provided by IilliC from quetta;
- Writing board taken from MTC ;

2. Refreshment Room:

- Furniture provided by the hospital;
- Kitchen utensils + teapots by the hospital;
- Cups· + saucers provided by I.tillC o f.fice

in Ghazni

3. Transportation:
- A bus hired to take participants to and from workshop; .
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4.

ORGANIZATION

of the Workshop

According to the :plan the program was organized as follows
1. Timing (See days.)
2. Days explained as follows:
Da;ys

Subject

Date

Day 1st

16.10.93

Opening Ceremony

Day 2nd

17.10.93

Malaria

Day 3rd

18.10.93

Diarrhoea

Day 4th

19.10.93

Public Health + Distribution of
Questionnaire

Day 5th

20.10.93

Evaluation of the Workshop
-Distribution of Certificates

5. Workshop Procedure
After a 14-year stagnancy the medical workshop has been the
first social , scientific ,and :professional gathering held in
Ghazni. As a part of the plan, more chance had been considered
for young doctors and medical cadre in the area. Workshops had
never been held during the period of War,so it was difficult for
young doctors to conduct a workshop. Therefore IAHC pioneered in
a way to allow all medical workers in Ghazni to make the most of
the workshop and undertake their own workshops/for their own
benefits without the help of IAHC or other institutions.
The announcer of the workshop was decided to be one of IAHC's
member. Besides being the announcer, he will also help in the
translation of the films.
It was decided that the daily chairmanship of the workshop be
entrusted to local doctors in alternation,to experienced ones and
young ones and one day a young lady doctor should be appointed
to :preside the workshop.
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It was agreed that after the opening the timetable for the pre~
sentation of the topics be made and doctors be chosen to present
their topics.
Dr.Haqani was appointed as the general supervisor of the work
-shop. In the following the details of the timetable are given.
~6.~0.93

Saturday

opening

Recitation of the Holy Quran •
Opening speech by Dr .. Khashi(the director.
Speechby Dr.Haqani.
Dr.Hujjat P.H.D Ghazni.
Dr.Mahtab Fuje P.H.D Ghazni.
Refreshment.
End

9:30am
9:40am
10: ~Oam
10:40am
1~: ~Oam
~~

:40am

11: 55am

P.H.D Gha.zni)

~ic:Malaria(Causes,symptoms,signs,diagno

Sunday

-sis,treatment,prevention)
Chairman:

Dr.Khanaqa Khashi

Announcer: Mohd Saeed (IAHC)
Time ·
9:00am

9:30
10:10
10:30
~0:45

Consultant
Dr.Amir Mohd(IAHC)

Subject/Topic
Information on malaria,Transmission
diagnosis,Treatment
Dr.Hujjat(Ghazni)
Information on malaria in Ghazni
(Incharge of Mal.Dept) -personal experience,course of
treatment,Prevention(past)
Dr.Saed Ahmad Noori Information on WHO/IAHC researches
(IAHC)
their conclusion,control and surveilance.
Dr.Nasrat(Ghazni)
Improper treatment in practic in
Ghazni/negative consequences
M.Naem(IAHC Ghazni
Information on the no. of patients
based lab.technician) referred/lab. tests/results/positive
& negative/types of malaria diag-nosed.
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Sunday/malaria/timetable continued
Subject

Time

Consultant

"!1:00am

Refreshment

'1 '1:15am

Dr.Muneer(Ghazni) Progress of treatment after the
establishment of IAHC Lab./Ghazni
His personal ex~erience in the
field. of malaria in the area.

11:45am

Video film
Slides

Growth/spread/transmission of
the mosquito/parasite/signs/symptoms
treatment/prevention
Being the same as the film not
shown.

1:00pm

Final discussion/consultation

2:00pm

End

Monday

18.10.93

Chairman:

Dr·.Hujjat

Announcer:

Mohd

Time

Consultant

Subject

9:00am

Dr.Noori
(IAHC)

General information on diseases
that cause diarrhoea/effects of
electrolyte loss/imbalance in
patients wi~h diarrhoea

9:30am

Dr.Ghafoor Haidry Specific and personal experience
(Ghazni)
in children with diarrhoea/
clinical properties

9:50am

Dr.Mahtab(F)
Ghazni

Information on/spread/transmission
Diarrhoea in females/children
.
Negative consequences of bottle Fe~1n~

10: 10am

Dr.Zia Gul(F)('1)
IAHC/MCH in
Ghazni

Detailed information of the types
of diarrhoea and bacillary dysent
-ery.

Saeed

Topic,Diarrhoea
.
Causes/signs dehydration
diagnosis/treatment
prevention

'1. F stands for FEMALE a lady doctor.

Monday

Diarrhoea/continued

Time

Cnsultant

Subject

10:30am

Dr.Faqiri(Ghazni)

Personal information/observation
on clinical signs of diarrhoea due
to various factors in patients from
different parts of Ghazni/regardful
of drinking water

11:00am

Dr.S.Farid Abdal
(Ghazni)

The currect techniques of treating
children with dehydration(Ghazni)

11:20am

Refreshment

11:45am

Dr.M.Arif Nida

12:05am

Information on the percentage of
diseases causing diarrhoea/factors
in children and adults.

Dr.Abdullah Bakht
-yari(Ghazni)

12:30

Video film

1:10pm

Consultation

2:00pm

End

Health education proper ways of
6RS treatment
Health care by tbe people

Public Health
(Sanitation/Personal Hygiene)

Tuesday

Chairman: Dr.Nafisa(F)(1)
~\

Announcer:.Mohd . Saeed
Time

Consultant

Subject

9:00am

Dr.Khashi

Negative consequences of the
stagnation of sanitary activities/
Plan of the P.H.Dept Ghazni in
this regard/

9:20am

Dr.Amir Mohd
(IAHC)

Sanitation regarding general H.
conditions + spread of diseases;

9:40am

Dr.Suraya(F)(1)

Sanitation in connection with
education + spread of diseases
in connection with illiteracy
of housewives;

1. F stands for FEMALE,a lady doctor.
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Tuesday/Public Health Continued.
Time

Consultant

Subject

10:00am

Dr.Ziagul/MCH
IAHC/Ghazni (J?) ( 1)

The advantages of follmving
sanitary rules in family lifeo

10:20am

Dr.Shafiqa (F)(1)
P.H.D Ghazni(2)

Information regarding women's
role in the prevention of
diseases by following sanitary
rules.

10:40am

Dr.Nafisa ( 1) (F)
P.H.D Ghazni(2)

11:00am

Refreshment

11:15am

Mahmadulla Tahmas
P.H.D Ghazni

11:35am

Dr.A.Wahid
P.H.D Ghazni

11:50am

Eng.Mohd Rabi Amaj
(I.A.H.C)

12:35pm

Video Film

FOR

Slides

BREAST FEEDING

1:00pm

Consultation

2:00pm

End

The role of parents in the
promotion of their children's
education level in order to
keep sanitary norms.

Non-observance(lack of facilities)
to sanitary rules that results
in postToperative complicationS
(both superficial and deep).
Spread of diseases in children
and adults in different season
of the year in d.ifferent parts
of Ghazni with referenceeducation level.
The ecological illustration of
researches made by UN/ IAHC and
other agencies/affluence
effects sanitation(sanitation saves expenses).
\~!ANT

OF HATER

1. F stands for FEMALE,lady doctor.
2. - P.H.D stands for PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT
10

INAUGURATION
(OPENING) 16.10.93

1. SATURDAY
PARTICIPANTS
1o
2o
3.
4o

All IAHC members of the mission
The director of Ghazni Public Health Dept + all Medical Staff
The director of Mass-media (Radio/TV/Newspaper)in Ghazni
The director of Education Dept in Ghazni.
5. General supervisor of IAHC projects in Ghazni.
6o Representatives of the nearby villages.
7. AU IAHC staff in Ghazni(Medical/Physio/Agriculture)
8. A leading Mowlavi as the representative of the people.
9o Other volunteer participants interested in the program.

~

~

OPENING OF THE WORKSHOP
At 1:00 am the program started. It began with recitation of the
Holy

~uran

by Mawlavi Shirjan. After that Dr.Khashi,the director

of Public Health, gave the opening speech giving a short account
of IAHC activities in Ghazni. He appreciated IAHC's undertaking
the medical workshop,which he considered the first scientific
gathering in the past 14 years in Ghazni. He thus earnestly
desired the maintenance of cooperation between IAHC and PoH.D
Ghazni. He hoped for the continuation of such useful programs.
DroHaqani,in his speech explained the need of the medical
workshops and their positive role in the identification and
solution of specific regional problems. Regarding the present
situations in Afghanistan,he called the organization of scienti
-fie gatherings the best vvay to enlighten the young educeted
class,who would have the most important role in the reconstruct
-ion of the country.
He explained that the reorganization of social affairs by
scientific methods was the essential need of the day, which
11

would have a lot of advantages in the futureo He added that
throughout the workshop,it would be possible for the participants
to exchange ideas and new information,the one that might be useful for the reconstruction and rehabilita.tion of the country.
Dr.Abdul Ahad Hujjat, former incharge of malaria program in
Ghazni at province level,but now the incharge of malaria program in Ghazni hospital,in his speech appreciated IAHC's dilige
-nee in the establishment of the workshop in Ghazni after such
a long delay. Dr.Hujjat has had forty years of experience in the
program. In contrast to the past( Before 1978) he_said that the
period of delay and stagnation of scientific activities had been
a heavy st·roke on the Afghan Nation and their progress .. He thus
pointed out the advantages of the workshop as being a good oppo
-rtunity for an exchange of scientific information and a proper
occasion to seek the solution for certain medical problems.

-~

Dr.Hahtab Fuje, a lady doctor,on her turn and on behalf of
all female doctors,offered her best thanks to IAHC for its under
-taking the workshop,which she called to be an appropreiate mea;:;
-ure after the past 14 years of war that would help to overcome
and manage the current medical problems. She added that the work
.:.shop was actually a good opportunity for women to struggle along
with their fellow doctors(men) to cope wp with the health problems existed in the area.
She also regretted the long delay in scientific gatherings
in the field of medicine.
The meeting ended by 12:00 and the -participants were lead to
the next room for refreshment.

*
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············································································· Malaria ................................................................................................................. .

Chairman
Announcer:

Dr.Khashi
Mohd Saeed

Topic

Malaria (The main points were declared)

' Dr.Amir Mohd(IAHC)gave a comperhensive description of the
disease(malaria).
-Dr.Hujjat offered essential information based on his 40-year
experlence in malaria control program, detailed as follows:
According to the survey of 1960 in Ghazni, he pointed out the
endemic areas in and out of Ghazni province.
According to the survey of 1970 and 1972,the focal points of
malaria as he said were identified as being Qarabagh
and
Khwaja Omari. He thus explained malaria's means's of Transmission.
He thus explained(in details)the measures taken by the Dept of
Malaria in 1972 and 1972 in Ghazni. i.e. raising Gambosia (fish)
and distributing them to all the provinces in the country.
Protective measures taken used to begin before June every year.
He also explained and re~retted the unexpected increase of the
vest(anophel),prevalence of the disease and Ghazni getting the
endemic area. He added that the formation of ponds by natural and
un-natrual means has contributed to the increase of malaria or i~.
fact to the occurrence of the episode.
The frequentation of local residents to and from neighboring
areas and countries(Pakistan/Iran) has raised the level of trans
-mission.
Uwing to the absence of basic laboratories,the doctors mostly
prescribe symptomatic medicines, which helps the parasite to become resistant and easily travel between host and vest. Therefore
the level of transmission goes up.
Improper treatment given by M~HWs in villages in improper doses
and defective treatment procedure(without considereing the negative
consequences)has developed resistance in microbes and parasites to
certain drugs. He blamed the charity institutions for training low
and mid-level health workers. The health workers don't know the ·
limits of medication. Instead of helping they cause trouble and
offecnce to the poor people.
In order to prevent or even decrease malaria episodes,Dr.Hujjat
suggested the following measures:
-Rehabilitation of malaria program in its real meaning;
-Establishment of numerous laboratories in various areas of
Ghazni to take/test the blood and confirm the disease.
13

- Systematic diagnosiis and treatment;
- Follow up phase
- Re-establishment of preventive organs;
- Co-ordination of all health centres/other organs such as munici
-pal corporation;engineering departments and education centres
in the eradication of potential contributors to malaria increase.
Dr.Noori
Doctor Noori of IAHC presented a detailed report of IAHC AND
WHO's researches with the main points as follows:
-Malaria has spread all over the country.(Afgh)
- Absence of preventive programs;
Malaria increase is considered one of war's negative consequ ·
-ences
- Description of potential preventive measures,fulfilled with
the assistance of local people was given;
Role of coordination among all organizations in the prevent
-ion of malaria was explained;
- Role of preventive measures in the control of malaria;

Dr.Nasrat
Dr.Nasrat explained the following points:
Negative consequences of improper treatment which leads to
chronic malaria and wide-spread;
Negative consequences .of the case when follov-r up phase is
ignored;
Improper treatment a means of resistance to common and cheap
drugs(Chloroquine);
- Absence of systematic registration for patiencts suspected
of having malaria/its negative outcome;
Negative consequences of private health clinics by ML:tn,Ts
trained in Pakistan for a short period;
- Distribution of medicine with insufficient doses by non-med
-ical businessmen;

Negative outcome of anti-malaria and anti-biotics with
improper doses.
According to Dr.Nasrat's explanations malaria seemed to be
more common in men than in women. The cause as he said might
be men's currect tours to many places/cities etc c
(IAHC lab.technician in Ghazni)
Mohd Naeem
Presented a statistical data of patients referred to IAHC
laboratory in Ghazni city.
Dr.Muneer Ahmad Zai

raised the following points:

The IAHC laboratory being identified efficient.

v

The declaration of the LOCAL COUNCIL for the closure of all
private laboratories in the morning time and having patients
go to IAHC laboratory for blood test and treatment. It is
open from ~:00 am to 4:00 pm.
He explained the possibility of establishing statistical
researches into malaria based on IAHC lab.register to
find the percentage of cases,types etc of malaria.

*
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~

DIARRHOEA

Topic

Diarrhoea

(Main points were read out)

Chairman

Dr.A.A.Hujjat

Announcer: Mohd Saeed
Dr.Noori (IAHC)
Presented comperhensive information on the diseases that cause
diarrhoea/ electroyte balance in children •••• (Analytic explanat
-ion)
-Poor sanitary conditions and personal hygiene + their role in
the increase of diarrhoea.
Dr.Haidari ( Ghazni)
-The increase of amoebic diarrhoea in Ghazni.
-The use of contaminated food/vegetables etc sold in the markets
has been the main factor of the rising increase in diarrhoea.
-Absence of health education for the public.
Dr.Mahtab Fuj~ (Lady Doctor from Ghazni)
-Improper feeding habits of mothers who breastfeed babies.
-Non-observance to sanitary rules in bottle feeding.
-Illiterate mothers are unable to keep sanitary norms which
result in. the increase of diarrhoea •

.J
~

-Dr.Ziagul (Incharge of IAHC/MCH program in Ghazni)
'I

-Proper rules of rehydration ORS and IV

fluids.-~

-Types of diarrhoeas/diarrhoea and bacillary dysentery are
more common.
Dr.S.Farid Abdal (Ghazni)
-Presented the current treatment techniques

in Ghazni.

-Proper routine of rehydration according to body weight.
16

Dr.Faqiri (Public Health Dept Ghazni)
-narrated a recent spread of GIT problems(in Sept 93)in Ghazni.
-Problems of the medical staff within the treatment of patients
with GIT problems.
-Absence of an equipped laboratory,clean rooms and proper medicine
for patients with GIT problems/lack of treatment aids/proper care
by the government for GIT patients.
-the use of contaminated water in Ghazni/recurrent diarrhoea.
-percentage of GITcases due to either clean,partly contaminated
and totally contaminated water taken from Karezes(spring water).
Dr. Mohd Arif Nida(P.H.D. Ghazni)
Dr.Nida said that the hospital got a long without any proper re
-gistration for patients. He added that the unfortunate procedure
had created a lot o~ problems for them.He explained that without
having accurate records of information on patients,their history
lab.resuts,clinical and paraclinical examination,it was dliricult
for them to prepare valid statistical notes on the hospital activities, or on the patients who came to the various services of
the hospital for treatment.
With reference to this problem, Dr.Nida suggested that the
registration system be renovated in the hospital. He confirmed
his suggestion by saying that the renovation of the system was
the pressing need of the hospital.
He said that the lack of clean drinking water in the area was
the main cause of the rising number of all types of diarrhoea;
however he said that he has had a little experience in the treat
-ment of NEUROPSYCHIATRIC diarrhoea withing yongsters. The cases
he said were neither viral nor bacterial.
He thus backed up the declaration of other doctors saying that
most foodstuff such as oil~floure etc were either contaminated
admixed or expired.

'17

PUBLIC HEALTH/Sanitation
Tuesd~

19.10.93

Chairman
Announcer
Topic

Dr.Nafisa,(a lady doctor )
Mohd Saeed
Public Health/Sanitation

Main points were announced
Dr.Khashi (Public Health Director Ghazni)
-Repeatedly thanked IAHC for its undertaking the workshop;
-Regretted the absence of sanitary functions in Ghazni;
-Absence of coordination among government departments in keep
-ing sanitary norms;
-Explained the relation between sanitation and wealthiness/
richness and prosperity of a family;
-He regretted the 14-yea.r delay in the fulfilment of sanitary
obligations;
He thus pointed to his devotions to sanitary obligations,in
the past while he was a doctor in Badghis province in 1975.
He thus clearly mentioned his dedication to health education
at that time in public Centers such as schools,mosques and
social gatherings. Over the past three months of his work
he said that he had conducted a conference in the field of
public health in Ghazni city; in one of the city schools. He
also mentioned his contact with NCA(Norvagian Committee for Afg)
and its EPI program already at work in Ghazni civil hospital.
He added that if the public health department received financial
support he would be ableto rehabilitate 12 health centers in 12
rural districts.
- In his explanation about the service of MLHWs he called it
a danger for the people as they had always acted as graduate
doctors with having very little knowledge they had gained
through their short term training session in Pakistan. Their
function as graduate doctors,he said had resulted in the resist
-ance of parasites and microbes to certain drugs.
- He said that 95% of patients from central Afghanistan had
been suffering from T.B ••
- He regretted the abs·ece of a good office that was supposed
to control all activities that were identified as being contrary
to sanitary ruleso(He indirectly addressed municipal corporation)
- He thus regretted the supply of tainted food stuff in the
stores(especially vegetables)and absence of clean water.

He also referred to his late contract with iiJFp for getting some
supplies of wheat to provide food for needy people in Ghazni.
He finally suggested to IPBC for help to promote the health cond
-itions of people in Ghazni provinceo
Dr.Amir Mohd (IAHC)
-He gave a short explanation of personal hygiene and sanitation.
-He explained the role of sanitation in the prevention of diseas
-es.
-He warned the audience of the possible dangers resulting from
the negligence of sanitation.
Dr.Suraya(F) Ghazni PHD
-Gave an explanation of current living conditions in Ghazni,
a poverty and ignorance stricken society.
-Women's ignorance,especially of health education has formed the
basis for their not following the sanitary rules. This is the
main cause that inflict the recurrent diseased conditions on
both asults and children.
-Dr.Suraya regretted the absence of public heBlth activities
and health education for local people.
-She explained the negative results of mixed life of men and
animals in families.
-She thus compared an educated family with an un-educated one ,
regarding the recurrence of health problems.
Dr.Zia Gul (MCH/IAHC/Ghazni) (F)

v

\

-The role of sanitation and personal hygiene in individual and
social life.
-How a mother with health education can save her children's well
-being.
-Health education is a great need for mothers regarding health
care for their children.
-The role of a mother with health education in training female
children in her family.
-Promotion of the level of knowledge of male/female children is
a priority/they are the parents of tomorrow.
F stands for female.
PHD stands for Public Health Dept.
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-Information on preparing health foods for children by mothers
+ training young girls to prepare such foods.
-Mentioned her personal experience in children with diarrhoea and
the way she treated them.
-Bacillary dysentary is common in summer in Ghazni.
-Drinking water and diarrhoea are directly related.
-She explained the negative consequences of the war ; such as
poverty & .affection with various diseases.
-Shafiga a lady doctor
-Information on the necessity of health education for mothers a:r:
the advantages of ·such training in the prevention of diseases,
especially diarrhoea.
-The negative consequences of using unclean vegetables, food etc
they are the main causes of GIT problems.
-Ignorance of local community of sanitation.
-Lack of facilities fo~the sterilization
of
dressing and
surgical instruments in the civil hospital of Ghazni.
-Health education is a priority for the public.
-Filling of ponds/ditches,inlets of waste water is an urgent
need •
-Recommended home visits for giving women health education
showing mothers ways of bottle feeding.
~.
'

\

+

-Dissimination of health education in community centers,organ-ized by medical cadre is a great need.
Dr.Nafisa· (P.H.D Ghazni)
-Positive effects of parents' education upon their children's
well-being.
-Differential percel'ltages of affection of diseases in children
whose parents have elementary education and children whose
parents have no education.
-Her experience as a lady doctor,she said,has sho~rm that the
spread of disease in young children is relevant to the parents'
level of knowledge.
20

Dr.Mahmadullah Tahmas
-gave a regretful description of the insalubrious and dirty surgical Ward of their hospital.
-also gave another regretful description of the imperfect sterili
-zation system and the use instruments without being sterilized.
-mentioned lack of

facilities for post-operative care.

-gave a short history of the hospital as
repaired and equipped for years.

i~

had not ever been

-gave a regretful explanation of the situations, in ·which the doctors
and hospital at the time were unable to carry out even very simple
surgical operations which could have been very urgent and essential.
-narrated numerous post-operative complications as a result of improper sanitation.
-Proposed supply of urgent and multi-farous assistance in order to
rehabilitate the hospital,especially the surgical ward.
Dr.Abdul Wahid
-gave percentage of children and adults affected by different dis
-eases in different seasons of the year,in different areas of
Ghazni with reference duetothe levels of their education.
Engineer Mohd Rabi

Amaj(I.~C)

~

-explained the results of ecological study of IAHC medical
reseaches and the role of sanitation in the economy of a family ..
The research was fucussed on 30'15'1 patients in Ghazni.

~·

-introduced the following facts and figures:
-out of the above number 0.91% are malaria ~atients;
-total diarrhoea cases 12.83% and out of this percentage 27% are
children between zero and four years;11% are children between 5
and 14 years; it was clear that the problem was closely related
to poor sanitation and personal hygiene.
-total income per year per member of a family is about US

$ 110.

-Ignorance of sanitary rules is one of the negative consequences
of deprivation and poverty.
-conclusion of the comparative study of families who follow
sanitary rules and those viceversa.
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Families with ignorance of sanitation pay extra 15 % of their
income for buying medicine. If they followed sanitatary rules,
they could save 10 % of their expenses.
Sanitary conditions are unfavourable in Ghazni city and also
in the villages. In the instance Eng.Rabi Amaj added that
sanitation in the city and villages has gone worse from time
to time due to ignorance, so drin};:ing water, lll)'hich is a major
problem today, deserves more careful attention. For example,
in both city and village areas the sevJage is allov.red to pour
in the river or ditches and the rubbish is either thrown into
the streams or piled in improper places,whereas people living
farther down the river or stream take the same \'later for drink
-ing and washing the dishes.
Traffic on the other hand,is a major ~roblem in the city with
gravel streets. It is counted a great threat to the salubrious
atmosphere of the city. During the day a lot of dust and pollut
-ion is caused by the trailers moving to and fro and the dust
remains for hours even after the sun goes down.
The blockage of the drainage system built long ago in Ghazn:~
city and the absence of ventilated pit latrine system in both
city and village areas are the biggest problems that contribute
to the outbreak of diseases and increase of pests in the su::r::::er ..

*

*
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The Evaluation and Conclusion of the Workshop

--------------------------------------------

As mentioned before the fifth day of the workshop had been
determined for the evaluation of the workshop and distribution
of the certificates.
The meeting as usual began at 9:00am. After an introductory
speech by the announcer,the participants set the discussion about
the current conditions in Ghazni Province with relation to MALARIA
DIARRHOEA and PUBLIC HEALTH and raised the following points:
~.

Dr.Khashi (The Health Director)

-Dr.Khashi gave a short account of tb.e workshop and its achievements.
-He explained that the workshop had been a good opportunity for
an exchange of ideas,useful information and valuable experience.
-He proceeded with a statement Hhich said that IAHC and the P.H.D
of Ghazni were supposed to seriously consider the following
actions;
a. The civil hospital should be repaired by the P.H.D Ghazni.
b. IAHC is requested to continue its cooperation(despatch of
medicalAids)with P.H.D Ghazni and expected further and effect
-ive extension of the aids.
c. He also mentioned his latest contacts with N.C.. A(Norwegian
Committee For Afghanistan).
~!:.:.!~9.~!_!£~~-g~jj~!

the incharge of malaria program in Ghazni,

offered his great thanks to IAHC for undertaking the 1vorkshop and
proposed the following items:
a.Registers are needed for recording in order to keep track of pat
-ients and investigate the changes or cases contrary to normality.
Keeping records will help us to undertake useful researches.
b.Establishment of laboratories in various points in order to pre
-pare slides of patients suspected of malaria and treat them
according to the lab-results.
c.Close contacts among health centers in order to coordinate
activities.
Dr. Mahtab a lady doctor and incharge of obstetrics.,
After expressing her gratitude to IliliC for undertaking the
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workshop(on malaria,diarrhoea and public health). She considered
the workshop a good opportunity for discussion and exchange of
valuable
information through which every participant gained useful
experience. She suggested the following items:
a.The extension of IAHC's MCH program(if possible).
b.Regretted the lack of maternity service in Ghazni.
c.On behalf of all female doctors, she announced theit preparation
for voluntary service in MCH and health education programs if
established in Ghazni.
At the end of the meeting Dr.Haqani,on behalf of
expressed as follows:

IP~C

mission

-his sincere gratitude to all the participants and Ghazni people.
-gave a short account of the achievements of the workshop.
Described IAHC medical assistance to Ghazni civil hospital and
to the areas around. He declared as follows:
-IAHC will try to provide 30 beds for in-bed ward if the P.H.D
succeeds to repair the hospital properly.
-IAHC will be able to train two groups of (each consists of two)
technicians in their MTC laboratory if the malaria department
of the hospital succeeds to make a mobile laboratory(collecting
slides)and make the program a success.
-IAHC has already provided a water pump for the hsopital~because
the water supply of the building ha.d been completely out of func
-tion. The P.H.D promised to repair the water system.
-He promised to provide registers for the hospital in orcler to
keep accurate records of patients. Registers he said vvill help
to collect useful statistical information •
-If the P.H.D and N.C.A succeed to establish the EPI program,IAHC
will be happy to cooperate with them or co-ordinate its activities
with theirs, and donate gas-fridges for the program.
-He declared that if the P.H.D and the citizens of Ghazni dig
drinking water wells in different points of the city and pave or
cement their orifices,TAHC will be able to provide manual pumps
for them.
-He announced that according to the pressing need of the citizens
IAHC will elevate its MCH program(in Asphendai village)to a
maternity hospital level.(All female doctors welcomed this annouce
-ment and promised to co-operate earnestly .)
24

At the end of his speech, Dr.Haqani on behalf of the IAHC
mission expressed his gratitude to all the P.H.D staff and all
citizens of Ghazni for their hospitability and regretted the lack
of favourable conditions (transport,security during the night and
the lack of proper restaurants) for a final invitation that IAHC
was supposed to give to the workshop pa.rticipants. Instead , IAHC
preferred to pay a sum of 5000Afganis in cash(equivalent to '100
PAK Rupees) as food allowance to each participant enclnsed with
the certificates.
After the final speech, the certificates were distributed and
the Ending Prayer was offered by one of the Mawlavis.

~\
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~C

QUESTIONNAIRE

- I A H C prepared questionaire for the evaluation of
...........~the workshop.)
Dear Dr.Zia Gul:
You are kindly requested to express your idea about/state your ·
objection(s) to the procedure of the workshop(malaria/diarrhoea
and public Health) and explain hov-r you evaluate it.
:Date Ended

Date Started

28.7.1372

Answer:
We are thankful for you. The workshop was very useful and educating;
very beneficial and effective to health care of people in Ghazni.
On the other hand it produced a sense of cooperation among all
health workers/made us pay more attention to our duties.
It will be more practical if workshops are held in comparatively
shorter intervals in Ghazni. I suggest T.B. and Typhoid for next.
workshops because these two diseases are increasing. In contrast
to past T.B. patients are more than they were two years ago.
During my work period in Asphendai clinic in Ghazni,I have met
a lot.of T.B. cases. In this village(Asphenai)T.B. patients in
a family are more than just one.
I thus suggest sanitation/drinking water and vaccination for the
next workshops,because prevention is better than cure. Your atten
-tion to my suggestions will contribute to the decrease of certain
diseases.
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Questionaire:(IAHC prepared questionaire for the evaluation of
the workshop).
Dear Dr.Mohd Arif Nida:
You are kindly requested to express your idea about/state your
objection(s) to the procedure of the workshop(malaria,diarrhoea
and public health) and explain how you evaluate it.

~\

§!~£!~~g-~~!~

~~9:~E~L~~!~

24.7.'1372

28.7.'1372

16.10.93

20.10.93

Dear Sirs:
My attitude toward this workshop is quite positive. I appreciate
it. I hope IAHC could carry out further workshops in the future
on pathology of Ghazni. Workshops will not only mend the knowledge
level of the doctors but they will directly benefit the people of
Ghazni as well.
Suggestions
1- In order to make better preparation for example in pathology
of Ghazni,it will be useful if the topic is given several
weeks,(even a month)in advance or be announced far away in
advance, therefore the doctors \-.rill be able to complete their
information for presentation.
2- It is not enough to involve only doctors in workshops,inste~d
it will be more useful to broadcast the whole program by Ghazni
T.V. so that all people watch it and the government authorities
get involved in the program. \•Jhen theysee it they will be
stimulated to react for improvements and fulfil their obligations.
At the end I thank the director of IAHC and IAHC doctors a lot
for undertaking the workshop in such difficult times in order to
amend the health conditions of the people.
I hope you the best lucku
Regards
l'l.Arif :Nida
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Questionaire :(TAHC prepared questionaire for the evaluation of
-----------the workshop).
Dear Dr.Hujjat
You are kindly requested to express your idea about/state your
objection(s) to the procedure of the workshop(malaria ,diarrhoea
and public health)and explain how you evaluate it.

~

Starting Date

Ending Date

24.7.1372
16 .. 10.93

28.7 .. '1372
20 .. '10 .. 93

With Regards to IAHC Authorities :

~

Since progress in medicine is tied up with social progress~and
researches are made in all aspects of medicine to meet social
needs,thisW)rkshop can be counted one of such activities to complete the urgent needs of medical workers and society ultimately.
I am thankful for IAHC's undertaking the workshop in the field of
malaria,diarrhoea and public health. It was an actual initiative.
All doctors participated in this workshop. Some heard and some
listened;both sides benefitted a lot. I expect IARC to undertake
more workhsops on other diseases in the future.

Regards

\

~~

Dr .. A~Ahad Hujjat

Questionaire: (IAHC prepared ques~~onaire for the evaluation
of the workshop)
Dear Dr .Mahtab Fuje
You are kindly requested to express your idea about/state your
objection(s) to the procedure of the workshop(malaria,diarrhoea
and public health) and explain how you evaluate it •
. Date Started

Date Ended

24.7.'1372

28.7.'1372

16.'10.93

20o"J0.93

Amswer(s)
I express my thanks to the director of IAHC first.
I believe such gatherings are valuable/useful and rational •
I wish workshops could be held all over Afghanistan to know
about the problems of the people who are deprived of health facil
-ities. Workshops help to remove obstacles and open the way for
progress. I state my views as follows :
1.Women should be taken care of for they are forming one half of
the national wealth. An MCH clinic will be very useful if be
opened in Ghazni to look after women during preganancy,delivery
etc • Health education can easily be given women in ca:re of
MCH program.
2.Health education be given by health workers who will teach
people how to take care of tbeir families and children regard
-ing sanitation and personal hygiene.
3. In Afghanistan, after fourteen years of war people are displacc:5.;
they are poor and foodless; they are affected by diseases. \·lhe:r:
the level of life diclines, it affects sanitation and personal
hygiene. Most of the health problems result from malnutrition.
It will be essential if IAHC could provide clothes and food fo::·
these poor and helpless people.
4.It will be practical if IAHC could pay attention to tbe
sanitation of the city. Prevention of contagion is possible
through restoring the sanitation in the city or locality.
Note: MCH of IAHC inGhazni was established in '199'1 and progressed
or promoted to a maternity clinic in 93. It is stationed
in IAHC clinic in Asphendai village in Ghazni.
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Translated From SANAI newspaper
A MEDICAL WORKSHOP IS HELD IN GHAZNI PUBLIC HEALTH DEPT.
(About malaria,diarrhoea & public health)

--------------------------------------------------------

Ghazni
A medical workshop about malaria ,diaarhoea and. public health
was held in Ghazni Public Health Department by IAHC with the
cooperation of that department. Our reporter says that the program
started with recitation of a few verses from the Holy Quran by
a respected Mawlavi named Shirjan. Afterwards DroKhanaqa Khashi
member of the Jihadi Islami Council and Ghazni Public Health
Director, offered his speech about the importance of medical work
-shops, the struggle and hassels of doctors and scholars in this
regard, in the light of the Islamic Revolution. He called the
workshop a valuable effort at Ghazni province level. Dr.Khashi
added that the service of doctors during the past 14 years have
is appreciable;doctors are treating the physical and corporal
diseases whereas the Olamas(I"lullahs)are treating the spiritual
and abstract problems of the people. In the present conditions
doctors assume the most difficult task which needs a lot of
energy and efforts to cope with the existing health problems

Afterwards Dr.Abdul Baqi Haqani, the director of IAHC gave his
speech and explained the reasons of undertaking medical workshops.
In his speech he said that the cause of these increasing health
problems should be identified and attampts be made to find solut
-ion for them; a solution that could be obtained through an
exchage of information and co-ordination of hassles. He added
that the 14-year war and destruction have been the outcome of
the former successive communist governments. It is for doctors
and specialists to make the amendment and obtain reasonable
solution for the problems existed.
Dr.Haqani continued that the workshop had been aimed at
reviving scientific movement in the field of medicine; a movement
that had been stagnant for 14 years. The doctors he said are
expected to harmonize their ideas in order to find the way through
difficulties and reach the point to identify the cause of the
~
problems that are supposed to be solved. DroHaqani added that
death rate in the country at the time had been unfortunately high
-er than in any other country in the world.Ways should be sought
to decrease the contagion and spread of diseases, and their
offensive outcome the high death-rate. To achieve this goal, he
said, the valuable notions of doctors and specialists are needed.
Dr.Haqani said that his organization had sent 6 tons of medicine
to Ghazni during the past one year, unfortunately it had not help
-ed to control the spread of diseases. Finally it was realized
that only medicine can not solve the problems but the exchange of
information and share of experience among doctors, together with
the proper use of medicine would possibly help to prevent the
spread of diseases.
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After that ,doctoress :Mahtab, inchargE of
article.
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Our reporter says that the workshop v.:.. l ta~-;:e 3 days ...... ~amas,
commanders official members of different organs(govnt) showed up
in the opening ceremony. Members of IAHC mission and the medical
staff of the public health department(Gazni)are the participants
of this medical workshop.
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SWAB,~C

AGt:.ND!A
Gi- NERAL

24 November, 190?
Serena Hotel, Ban~uet Hall

)ATE , .
Venue
Time
Chairperson
Translator

09:00 hours

Eng. M.. Younas (FRF)
M. Saeed Zlwak ( l ..;HC)

t~

Call to ·order

1·1.

Approval of the mim•tes of last· General meeting

I I 1: ·A~nouncements
;

.

IV. · Reports from :.

a)
. b)

c)
V.
..

,

•'

The SWABAC Office
The Representational Panel
Sub-Coordination Committees

07

i'T1.:1

r-:ut.es

C3 minutes
05 rr.i nutes

OLD BUS1NESS - Additions to the Aoenda, if any
·.:

.·1·.
·Activity
Reports
.from:
. ·. . .
. .. . . .
. - '. ·--·
·--~

-

ARRA
ADA
CHA

10 mir.utes
1 0 ·n1 i n Lt t e·s

10

m·::<utes

.: ·,,',

~~r:~··~NEW"BUSI~ESS

::.):~<:. . :··

. :,. ,; ;;'·~ :,:';::,: :: \

i

· 1 :~:-. ·:··>; :~ ·. D s cuss ~ on r e 9 a r d i n g

··; ··
·:·.··.;_· ...

Mc-usouris

"'

',i..

.L.

SW.t:..S/:.C
30

n1·ln~tcs

Annual Budget information for 94

. 2·.

3.

•

VlS1i... .'-0

··Chairman/Translator for General Meeting, 29 December, 93

-VI I. Short recess at

11:00 hours

.·observer Section:.
Reports and Discussions:
. OBSERVERS.
Adjournment ..

38

4.

NGOs activity reports
There was a suggestion in the previous SWABAC meeting that NGOs should present their
act_ivity reports during the Genera1 Assembly meeting.
The chair asked for a vote to make this a routine that sa11e NG.Os will report on their
activities in every meeting. This was carried out with the following vote:FOR

Against

· 24

Abstained

0

0

It was decided that 4 to 6 NOOs wi 11 report on their activities at every Genera 1
meeting. This wi11 take effect from the Nove7ber Genera1 meeting.
Report fran IAI-P

As announced in the September meeting 1 !Ai-:C held a. medica1 workshop with the
cooperation of Ghazni Health Department. The workshop covered three areas of (:V1a1aria,
Diarrhoea and sanitation). A tota1 of 50 doctors, nurses and othei~ hea1th workers work~
in Ghazni Civil Hospital and Ghazni Medical Departrnent participated in the Workshop. T:·.'"
participants were including (12) ferna1e doctors and nurses as we11. The \Ycrkshcp tc-ck 5 cc...·,:
starting frcm 16th to 20 Octo'.)er. After the ccmpletion of the Workshop, the particip;;_r~~:s
were.awarded certificates of achieveTents.
·
The Workshop was welcomed by all participants and they openly expressed that this w:t:::
.:the first Workshop in their area after 14 years of war and was a good opportunity to exchang<::
idea~....:.and
experiences
for both sides.
·
.., "
...,..-.
. ....
.
-:"-.-·
- .... ~---""'7oo--..,.....

~·

~

~o·n;tE·~Ii·is~),'"";f th·~- Wo~ksh~~ wh.ich

was dedicated to assess and conclude what -~as· th~
IAHC provided a."'id pranised to provide the fol1owing ite'ns to improve'
}th~-~-:s~a,t,~s-,'~of).Gl~~zni Civil Hospita 1 and bring change in· the sanitation systern and reducins
~ ala.r.1a;..Jt:1'Gl!azmyand the surrounding areas:- .
·

fOU~s;cme.of.·the·,workshop,

~ ~~i:~~~;· \~~£ S.-·~~)·:.:·:··. ::.·: ·~:.:.i. :~. ;_:.:;:\~1~~ .....:·. .

.

):;For·an.urgent:so1ution to the absence of water supply system in Gh~zni Civil Hcspita1,
(\.n;:;?'L.:~\~·l·AHC pro~ided a water pump running by diesel engine to provide;· water to the v1hole
~>'·. ···t "·: : hosp 1ta 1 .·
~:.-.. : · .'.After hearing from an experienced surgeon t who stressed on the worst state of the
·. hospital wards especially of surgery which the goverrrnent is not ab1e to improve the·
. hospita 1, · IAHC promised that beds for surgery ward wi 1l be provided on the condition
.. that the. local authority repair and paint the hospital.
For the prevention of common diarrhoea and availing safe drinking water,.lAHC.pro.~ised
to
provide 10. heavy duty water puiT,p:;J on the condition th?.t the ccrrmunity of Ghaz.ni dis
:·•
deep we11s.
·
· As the 'Ghazni area is threate!!ing point of malar'ia, iAHC promised to train 2 hea1th
wor:kers to be introduced by Ghazni C.ivi 1 Hospital and wi 11 provide theT. two mt.orcyc1es
to col1t~ct slides and exarnine thE:-n in their laboratory.
IAHC · a1so approved the en 1argement of its MCH prograrrme and estab 1ish a '-•:z:.rd of
hospita1ization for-pregnant v1cmen ec;uipped with 6 beds fer delivery cf castJS. This
· MCH.prograrrme will be within IAt-:C.'s health projects prernises in "Espande vil1age sanE
.. ; , . . 9 km south-east of Ghazn i city.
·
':

.·f
Generally the Ghazni situation is OK but chains within Zabu1 area \Here· unpleasant·
on our way back to Quetta, we counted 7 farn~ ~ i es with their assets repatriat ins from Pak istar
frcm · 12 : 30 Pt-1 ·to 5! ·30 PM.
1

f.'

'

"

~·

·-- ..

•
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1- Inauguration of the Medical Workshop.

40

2- Lectures on Malaria, the first day of the
Medical Workshop.
l

~\

)

41

3- Lecture on Malaria by a doctor working in Ghazni
Civil Hospital, and below are the partici pants.

42

4- Lectures on diarrhoeal diseases by doctors on
the second day of the workshop .

--------------~-----------------------~

43

5- Naem Jam., a technician in IAHC laboratory in Ghazni , gives statistical report of their lab-work to the
attendants(below) .

44

J

6- Tea-breaks during the sessions.

\
I

1

7- Lectures on sanitation by Ghazni Civil Hospital
staff on the third day of the workshop.

\

)

46

J

8- As sanitation is a major problem in the area, it
was diacussed by several doctors especially by
lady-doctors who were more aware of the family
health problems.

47

9- Lecture on sanitation by the Ghazni Health Dept
Director and a view of a discussion with
participant (below) .

48

a

\

10- Documentary films were shown after the end of
each session about the concerned supject.
Below ; Points of views on the evaluation of
the program.

\I

v

49

I

)

11- Above:a scene of the day of evaluation.
Below: distribution of

certificat~to

Ghazni Health Dept. director.

I

w
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the

j ...

12- Distribution of

certi~ic 8 testo

51

other participants.

Dr.Haqani distributing the certificates •

. 52

